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"Firebombs Shell Khan Al-Sheih amid Warnings of 

Lack of Milk and Medicine" 

 

 
 

 

 The death of  one Palestinian refugee during the ongoing battels in Aleppo. 

 A sit-in invitation in solidarity with Khan al-Sheih in Greece. 

 Palestinian Syrians in Greece appeal to find a solution for their tragedy. 

 (131) immigrants were rescued off the cast of Greece. 

 One of Neirab refugees was arrested in Aleppo. 
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Victims 

The death of the Palestinian refugee "Ahmad Humaid Abdullah" during 

his fights alongside the Syrian regime against opposition groups in 

Aleppo. 

AGPS documentation and observation team documented (3368) 

Palestinian Syrians were killed because of war in syria. 

 

Recent Updates 

At Sunday night, Russian aircrafts bombed Khan Al-Sheih in the western 

Ghouta using the international prohibited firebombs. The bombing 

targeted Al Salam Hospital, which was off-duty, and that led to a fire in 

citizens' houses. 

 The few last weeks, the camp and its adjacent farms were being heavily 

shelled by Russian aircrafts using phosphorous, vacuum and cluster 

bombs. The bombardments targeted schools, mosques and Al Salam 

Hospital leaving victims, injuries and massive destruction in the area. 
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It's worth mentioning that firebombs are specially designed to cause 

unstoppable fires in wars. It consists of chemicals that can hardly be 

controlled like, Napalm, Althermat, Magnesium powder, Chlorine 

trifluoride and White phosphorus. 

 

In the meantime, more than (3000) children in Khan Al- Sheih are 

suffering from lack of milk and medical services. The main reason is the   

widespread damage in health sector especially after targeting all 

hospitals in the camp. 

 Since the partial siege on the camp in 2013, all medical centers in the 

camp were destroyed or damaged and became off- duty except one clinic 

for UNRWA. The fore-mentioned clinic offers only consulting services. 

On 15 May 2016, Children Rescue Organization for Humanitarian Aids 

said that 3000 children out of 12000 Palestinian Syrian citizens are 

facing an increasing humanitarian crisis in the camp because of siege 

imposed by Syrian regime. In addition to closing all the leading roads to 

the camp by shells and mortars are making the situation worse. 

"Sonya khuosh", the president of the organization in Syria confirmed that 

people are living in a horror of siege and shelling in spite of the declared 
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truce all over the country. Moreover, the organization had been informed 

that the supplies of medicine, fuel and flour were about to  drain and the 

prices of food had doubled. 

Healthy crisis completes the series of living crises in the camp. The most 

significant ones are the absence of relief services and closing the roads 

between Damascus and the camp. 

In the same context, Palestinian refugees in Greece call for a sit- in in 

solidarity with Khan Al- Sheih camp in Syria in order to stop the Russian 

and Syrian bombardment and lift the siege over 12000 refugees. They 

announced that the sit in will be held on Thursday 13 October 2016 at 4 

p.m. in the Greek capital "Athena" in Amoonia Square. 

It's good to notice that Palestinian communities have its own footprint in 

European countries through holding Sit-ins, art exhibitions, conferences 

and seminars in order to deliver the suffering of Palestinian refugees 

especially in Syria. 

Hundreds of trapped Palestinian Syrians in Greece complain through 

messages reached to AGPS from the inhumane treatment by the Greek 

government towards them. For instance, it refrains from treating 

Palestinian Syrian refugees in its public hospitals and enforces them to 

go to expensive private ones that increase their misery. 

In addition, PRS in Greece are suffering from lack of medical care and 

the inhumane treatment by racist doctors. 

They also suffer from difficult living conditions, lack of hygiene and basic 

services where the live. Moreover, the existence of poisonous insects, 
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reptiles and snakes in their temporary residence places like tents which 

endanger their lives. 

 

It's worth noting that after closing the boarders leading to Europe, 

Palestinian Syrian refugees were obliged to stay at temporary refugee 

camps in Greece in very difficult conditions. 

In a related context, Greek coastguard announced about rescuing (131) 

immigrants from different nationalities off the cast of Peloponnese 

peninsula after receiving a call for help using European emergency 

number after the weather had turned horrible. News Agencies said that 

the 18-meter boat landed in Methoni port in Peloponnese peninsula. 

Thousands of Palestinian refugees are waiting the right opportunity to 

escape from the ongoing war in Syria to Europe. AGPS recorded 50 

Palestinian Syrians had drowned in the sea while they were trying to 

reach Europe. 
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Arrest 

"Nidal Esa Al Naji" (52) years from Al Neirab camp was arrested by 

Syrian regime while he was returning from a surgical operation in one of 

Aleppo's hospitals. He was arrested by one of regime barriers in the way 

between Aleppo and Neirab.  

In the same time, Syrian security forces still hiding the truth about the 

fate of more than (1100) Palestinian refugees in its prisons. Among those 

detainees were women, children, elderly, brothers, fathers, whole families 

and hundreds of them were killed because of torturing. 

 

Palestinians of Syria; Numbers and Statistics until 10/10/2016 

 (15500) Palestinian Syrian refugees are in Jordan. 

 (42,500) Palestinian Syrian refugees are in Lebanon. 

 (6000) Palestinian Syrian refugees are in Egypt, according to the 

UNRWA statistics till July 2015. 

 (8000) Palestinian Syrian refugees are in Turkey. 

 (1000) Palestinian Syrian refugees are in Gaza. 

 More than (79,000) Palestinian Syrian refugees have reached 

Europe till mid-2016. 

 Yarmouk Camp: siege, imposed by the Regime's Army and PFGC 

groups, continued for (1210) consecutive days. Power cut 

continued for more than (1271) days. water was cut for (761) days 

respectively. The number of siege victims is (188). 
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 Sabina Camp:  Regime's Army is still forbidding the residents of 

the camp to return back to their houses for (1063) days 

respectively. 

 Handarat Camp: - All Residents have left the camp for about 

(1255) days after the Syrian Opposition Groups controlled it. 

 Daraa Camp: - It is now almost (913) days without water and 

almost 70% of its buildings were totally destroyed. 

 Jarmana, AL Sayeda -Zeinab, Al Raml, Al Aedein Camps in Homs 

and Hama: A relatively quiet situation in light of the economic 

crises. 

 Khan Al Sheih Camp: Roads linking the camp to the city center are 

still closed except for Zakia- Khan Al Sheih road. 


